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Medical Practice Partners Chooses RCxRules’ 
Predictive Rules Engine to Reduce Their Overall Denials 

 
Burlington, VT – October 20, 2015 – RCxRules, the provider of business process 
automation technology for the healthcare revenue cycle, announced a new client’s 
success today: Medical Practice Partners, a Connecticut-based provider of revenue 
cycle management services and electronic health record support for medical practices 
in New England.   
 
RCxRules is providing Medical Practice Partners with their predictive rules engine 
platform in addition to an ICD-10 translation tool. 
 
“Through the use of RCxRules we have reduced our preventable denials by 
approximately 50%. That kind of performance improvement is the result of the clean 
and accurate data provided by the RCxRules engine,” said Rust Muirhead, VP of 
Operations & Strategic Planning for Medical Practice Partners. 
 
“The team at Medical Practice Partners has a keen focus on process improvement,” 
said Tim McNamara, Senior Vice President of sales for RCxRules. “We are proud they 
selected RCxRules as part of their process automation vision.” 
 
About Medical Practice Partners 
Medical Practice Partners is a leading provider of Revenue Cycle Management (RCM) 
services and Electronic Health Records (EHR) support for medical practices in New 
England. Our expert Revenue Cycle Management Team consistently helps clients 
exceed MGMA benchmarks and maximize cash flow. Our Electronic Health Records 
Team is led by a clinician with industry recognized proficiency in workflow optimization 
and software customization, allowing us to maximize the investment our clients have 
made in technology. Tapping into our expertise in both the clinical environment and 
medical billing complexities, we’ve helped a number of clients offset the entire cost of 
their EHR implementation by taking advantage of the many financial incentive programs 
available to them. For more information, please visit 
http://www.medicalpracticepartners.com/ 
 
About RCxRules 
RCxRules enables healthcare organizations to virtually eliminate denials that are based 
on bad data, thereby significantly increasing the velocity of payments and ensuring 
compliance. Our data-driven approach, fueled by the industry’s only predictive rules 
engine, automatically fixes issues before they affect the revenue cycle, delivering the 
cleanest possible data––every time, guaranteed. RCxRules’ robust, intuitive rules 
engine sits at the front end of your revenue cycle process, seamlessly integrating with 
your existing EMR and RCM systems. This allows for the automated review and 
correction of charge and patient data—before hitting your financial system. For more 
information, please visit http://www.rcxrules.com/ 
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